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The manuscript titled “Pre-industrial Temperature Variability on the Swiss Plateau Derived
from the Instrumental Daily Series of Bern and Zurich” by Brugnara et al presents a great
effort in compiling the temperature records for Bern and Zurich from an extensive
collection of the available observations, and in discusing the results within a rather
comprehensive framework with existing reconstructions up to the present. I recommend
the work to be published with miner revision by considering the following comments or
questions.

Line8, it would be great to list the effected instrumental datasets, or at least a couple of
the most used ones. Are HISTALP and EKF400 among those datasets? Again, it would
be nice to provide a couple of field example as a demonstration of the significant
implications.
I think the describe in section 2 could be more compact, leaving out some of the
personal information about the observer while focusing on information closely relevant
to data availability and reliability. For example, what is the purpose of mentioning an
observer lived in at least three different apartments (Line115)? Does it have an
influence on the temperature measurements? If that is the case, it should be pointed
out in the description.
Line133-134, the two segments of temperature observations are not continuous,
especially the first segment only covers three-year from December 1803 to November
1806 (with many gaps). So the subtitle “Fueter (1803-1833)” is kind unjustified and
misunderstanding, to my view.
Line 354-360, please provide a brief rationale statement for the use of 90 vs. 45 vs. 30
minutes as the time error for the different types of observation.
Line453-454ï¼�“We introduced a subjective quality ranking (from 1, best, to 4, worst)
based on our knowledge of the data and metadata (homogeneity, exposure,
representativity, completeness, etc.).” Please provide more detail information about
how the ranking has been done, maybe with an example, such as why and how were
the three studer’s observations (Table 1) given two different rankings. Also please
describe how has the ranking (1-4) being applied in the reconstruction of temperature?
The subtitle of section4.4 is about “Climate Variability Since the mid-18th Century”,
however, I do not see any mention of the results during the early period of 1760-1800.



A paragraph discussion of this period would be valuable and also fulfill the subtitle.
Line 557-559 “Being based on the raw sub-daily measurements, our results are
independent from previous work, making them particularly valuable for assessing the
quality of widely used long European records, many of which were reduced to daily or
monthly means over a century ago.” I am a little confused about what does the last
phrase of the sentence mean. Is “which” mean the resolution of the “widely used long
European records”? And that these records have daily or monthly resolutions before
20th century?
Figure 1. Does the size of the red circles indicate the number of stations in each region?
Please provide a notation.
Some of the lines in Fig. 14-16 are difficult to distinguish from one another. Please
consider revise the figures using more easily distinguished colors.  
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